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The Merriest Moments Stamp Set and the Merriest Frames Hybrid Embossing Folder were used
to create today's Christmas Card. The Merriest Frames Hybrid Embossing Folder includes the
embossing folder and 16 dies that provide so much flexibility in creating beautiful holiday cards! I
used the embossing folder by itself to emboss a panel in white cardstock, then used the dies to
create this festive poinsettia. I had so much fun playing with this set! On to the card!
1. Card Cuts:
• Card Base - Cut 1 Evening Evergreen cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"
• Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"
• DSP Mat - Cut 1 Festive Foils 12" x 12" Specialty Designer Series Paper in Cherry
Cobbler to 2-7/8" x 2-1/8"
• Scrap of Basic White cardstock to die cut the sentiment label
• Scraps of Real Red, Garden Green and Crushed Curry cardstock for die cutting
poinsettia petals and holly leaves
• Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"
• DSP Strip - Cut 1 Cherry Cobbler Festive Foils to 5-3/8" x 3/4"
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• Envelope - Cut 1 Cherry Cobbler Festive Foils to 6" x 2-1/2"
2. Start by using the Merriest Frames Hybrid Embossing Folder to emboss the white cardstock
panel.
3. Cut the DSP mat using the Festive Foils Specialty Designer Series Paper in Cherry Cobbler
to 2-7/8" x 2-1/8". Adhere this to the center of the white embossed panel. Note: I used the
specialty paper as a mat for the sentiment, but you could use a piece of Real Red
cardstock instead. The glimmer from the specialty paper does show a bit...your choice.
4. Use the rectangular die from the Merriest Frames Hybrid Embossing Folder set to die cut a
sentiment label in Basic White cardstock. From the Merriest Moments Stamp Set, stamp the
sentiment "Together is the merriest place to be" in Cherry Cobbler ink onto this panel.
Important - Stamp the sentiment towards the right side of the sentiment label as the
poinsettia will be placed on the left side. Use Stampin' Dimensionals to adhere this
sentiment label to the center of the embossed white panel and over the top of the specialty
paper mat. Be sure to center the sentiment label.
5. Adhere the white embossed panel to the card front.
6. Stamp where indicated using the stamps from the Merriest Moments Stamp Set and die cut
the following pieces using the dies from the Merriest Moments Hybrid Embossing Folder:
• On scraps of Real Red cardstock, stamp the large and small poinsettia petals in Cherry
Cobbler ink, then die cut using the coordinating dies.
• Using the 2nd to smallest detailed poinsettia die, die cut 1 in Real Red cardstock.
• Using the smallest detailed poinsettia die, die cut 1 in Crushed Curry
• Using the large and medium sized holly leaf stamps, stamp these leaves onto Garden
Green cardstock using Evening Evergreen ink. Use the coordinating dies to die cut the
leaves.
7. Now that all of the pieces for the card's poinsettia and the holly leaves are die cut, assemble
the poinsettia using liquid glue. On the largest petal die cut, place a small amount of glue in
the center and place the next smallest petal die cut on top of the first, being sure to offset the
petals. Add the next smallest (unstamped) petal set on top, offsetting the petals. Lastly, add
the crushed curry petal set on top. Gently curl up each petal with your fingers to add
dimension to the poinsettia.
8. Dry fit the poinsettia and holly leaves to the left of the sentiment label. Adhere the smallest
holly leaf directly to the left of the sentiment label onto the embossed panel. Use several
Stampin' Dimensionals to adhere the poinsettia, then use a Stampin' Dimensional and a little
glue to adhere the larger holly leaf. This leaf sits partially on the left side of the sentiment
label and both holly leaves are tucked under the poinsettia.
9. On the inside white panel, position the holly leaf stamps onto a stamping block, and stamp
the leaves in Evening Evergreen ink partially on the right upper side of the panel. Stamp the
sentiment "Thinking of you this festive season" in Cherry Cobbler ink onto the panel. Adhere
the coordinating DSP strip to the bottom of the panel. Adhere the inside panel to the inside
of the card.
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10. On the envelope front in the lower right corner, stamp the same holly leaves in Evening
Evergreen ink. Adhere the coordinating piece of DSP to the envelope flap and fussy cut
around the flap to finish off the envelope.
11. Place an amber gem in the center of the poinsettia from the Leaf Label & Amber Gem
Combo Pack.

The card is complete! The Merriest Moments Stamp Set and Merriest Frames Hybrid Embossing
Folder with its dies gives you so many opportunities to create beautiful holiday cards! I will
definitely be playing with these more so be sure to follow my blog to see future cards!
Products used to create today's card are included on the next page.
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Merriest Moments
Photopolymer
Stamp Set
(English) - 156353

Merriest Frames
Hybrid Embossing
Folder - 156385
Price: $39.00

Price: $22.00
Add to Cart

Festive Foils 12" X
12" (30.5 X 30.5
Cm) Specialty
Designer Series
Paper - 159536

Leaf Label &
Amber Gem
Combo Pack 159969

Garden Green 81/2" X 11"
Cardstock 102584

Price: $8.00

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Real Red 8-1/2" X
11" Cardstock 102482

Basic White 8-1/2"
X 11" Cardstock 159276

Basic White
Medium Envelopes
- 159236

Price: $9.25

Price: $10.25

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer 152392

Price: $10.00

Add to Cart
Add to Cart

Evening Evergreen
8-1/2" X 11"
Cardstock 155574

Crushed Curry 81/2" X 11"
Cardstock 131199

Price: $9.25

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Cherry Cobbler
Classic Stampin'
Pad - 147083

Evening Evergreen
Classic Stampin'
Pad - 155576

Multipurpose
Liquid Glue 110755

Stampin'
Dimensionals 104430

Price: $8.00

Price: $8.00

Price: $4.00

Price: $4.25

Price: $25.00
Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart
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Stampin' Cut &
Emboss Machine 149653
Price: $125.00
Add to Cart
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